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DRAINAGE STRUCTURES FOR LOGGING ROADS

WIT!! SCIAL EFERSKCL TO

ILIFINZ

CONDITIONS

INTRODUCTION

Drainage may be defined as the science of directing the
removal of excess surface and ground

water in such a manner as

to safeguard the beet interests of all concerned (a, p. 1).
Its ultimate objective in roads is tIio prevention of damage or

failure of the road surface and subgrade by the action of storm
water, seepage, underground flow, and capillary rise (7, p. 53).
The stability of roads is greatly affected by excess water due
to the reduction of the soil bearing capacity (20, p.
The importance of drainage in any logging operation should
be considered during the time of planning, design, construction,
use and maintenance of roads.

Sometimes a good road becomes

impassable at a very vital time due to the aboence or danage

of a drainagestructure. On the other hand, a poor road xnay
usable at such a time due to the presence of a good drainage

be

structure (k, p.

In the Philippines, the indu3try i
demands.

very exacting in its

Log exportation and the growing plywood induatry de

mand fresh and good-quality logs.

good practice

In the tropics it is not a

to leave logs in the woods or landings for a

long period of time to wait for good weather.

They have to be

moved and dumed into the log pond within 2 hours after felling

to prevent ox' minimise the attack of pin-hole and bax'k borer's.
!!ot logging requires logging x'oad

t

be maintained always in

good conditiofl for truck hauling regardless of the weathex'

condition.

And maintenance in logging roads is almost always

in reference to drainage.

This paper is a bibliography of

drainage structures

ranging £r.om the cheapest and most primitive to the most modern
and expensive ones.

uch of the

information and data presented

come from the review of available written material on road
drainage and through observations and consultations by the
author in the field in the Ihilippines, California, Nevada,
Oregon, Washington, ?ontana, and Idaho.
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ULSTORY OF DTAINAGE

)rainage is one of the many contributions of the iomans
to civilization.

The earliest tw of drainage wan in the

reclamation of swamps, tidal marshes and flood plains for cultivation,

The lands were kept dry by means of oen trenches

or covered drains filled with stones and brush (2, p. 1).
Just like most of the other

oman arts, drainage wan loot

for some time until its rediscovery in the 17th century.

It

was during this period that the need for more lands due to
increasing population started (2, p. 1).
In 1823, an £ngliehsan by the nare of William

ith den-

ontrated on a large scale the advantages of draining away the
excess ground water (2, p. 1).

In 189k, the first corrugated metal pipe was invented by
James H. Watson, a sheet metal manufacturer of Crawfordville,
Indiana.

The patent for this invention was granted on ay 5,

1896 (18, p. 83).

Investigations on the strength of culverts were started

by the Iowa Engineering xperimsnt

Station of the Iowa Stato

College in 1908 (3, p. 7), Thiversity of Illinois in 1909 (18,
p. 84), the American Railway

ngineeriug

saociation in 1923

(18, p. 84), and the University of North Carolina in 192k (3,
p, 11).

These are the forerunners of the present-day

research

on strength to adapt drainage materials to the changing condi-

tions brought about by progress.

The invention of the first corrugated

rcetal pipe resulted

in the application of dra.nage in difforent fields--municipal,

airport, conservation, railway, highway,

logging, etc.

?rogrese in the form of improved means of transportation

and the ever-increasing value of time, timber, water, soil,
and other resources has brought about the discovery and use Of
new materials and processes (2, p. 1).

hilo the engineer of the past used heavy and massive materiala, the modern engineer has in his command the usa of
lighter but stronger flexible materials (3, p. 1).

Very

recently aluminum has been found to have a place in the road
drainage field.

The drainage field should

expect changing

demand new materials as time goes by.
makes it desirable t

(3, p. 3).

conditions that

Continuous progress

look for adaptability more than permanence

5
CLASSIFICATION AND FUNCTIONS OF DRAINAGE

Drainage can be classified into three categories, namely:
(1) surface, (2) subsurface, and (3) combination of surface
and subsurface. This classification is based on the position

of the water, whether on or below a particular point on the
ground surface where it is first intercepted and collected
prior to diapoaal (7, p. 3).
Surface Draina
Surface water includes stream flow, runoff from the surface of the area above the road, and water falling on the road
due to precipitation.

Without proper drainage these waters

tend to stand or run on the surface of the road (Fig. 1).

Thia

interferes with traffic, washes materials away, and induces
erosion and injury to the road surface and

aubgrade (Fig. a).

The interception, collection and removal of these waters are
the functions of surface drainage.

Subsurface Drainage
Subsurface water is made up of the surface water that haa

infiltratd into the soil, usually in the form of seepage,
springs, high water table, and capillary

rise.

Jater

on the

is deflected
laterally towards the aides, the amount being dependent on the
velocity of percolation or deflection and the porosity o2' the
road surface

either percolates into the soil or

6

soil (21, p. 144),

Water continues to sink into the soil until

the water table or the so-called ttunderground lake

is reached.

A prime requirement of a good road is a good foundation.

A

saturated foundation is not stable while a dry one can almost
bear any load.

Sometimes subsurface dranago is divided into

three groups depending on the function

(7, p. 7O73):

Basø--takes care of the water in the subgrade
beneath the surface course,
Subgrade--takes care of the water in the subgx'ade.

Intercepting--intercepts, collects, and removes the
water flowing into pervious strata or from springs
before it can enter the aubgrade.
From these functions it can readily be seen that subsurface drainage is more difficult and complex than surface

drainage, making installation

of structures very costly.

Combination of Surface and Subsurface Drainage
It has been already stated that both surface and ground
waters must be avoided.

Oftentimes a system is used

t3

collect

and carry surface and subsurface waters together into a single
structure for comparatively long distances (2, p.

8).

The type

of soil is an important consideration inasmuch as surface water
is allowed to penetrate into the subgrade.

Permeability is

more apparent in gravel and sand than in clay.

7
LINAGE STRUCTURES

Surface Drainage
The interception, collection and removal of surface water
from a particular portion of the road surface can be accomplished by one or a combination of two or more of the structures
discussed below.
Crown.

Surface water is deflected to the aide ditches by

the provision of a crown or transverse siope.

The center of

the road being made higher than the sides or edges enables the
shedding of surface water to the aides or edges and into the
aide ditches.

Crowning is ideal for roads on flat ground and

through-cut sections.

The amount of crowning depends on the

road surface, road gradient and type of surfacing material.
The smoother the surface and the lesser the gradient, the lesser
is the crowning required.

AS a general rule, crowning for

smooth surfaced roads is from 1/li to 1/2 inch per foot, and from
1/2 to 3/1+ inch per foot for gravel and other untreated surface

roads (7, p. 389),

Table 1 is appropriat, for the lhilippinea where heavy
rainfall is prevalent.
Based on the surfacing material, the crowning shall be 3. in
18 for earth, 3. in 24 for gravel, and 3. in 32 for bituminous

macadam (20, p. 20).

8

Table 1.

The maximum crown based on grade recommended for
areas of heavy rainfall (22, p. 141).
lieight of crown at centar

Grade
(percent)

9-ft. width
(inches)

16-ft. width
(inches)
k

0-5

2

10 and over

1.4/4

Sperelevatjon,
safety.

2

The primary purpose of superelevation is

It provides the oountex'..aoting force against the

centrifugal force acting on the vehicle by giving a gliding
effect to the vehicle as it goes around the curve.

Drainage-

wise, it takea care of the removal of surface water from the
road surface on curves.

The road surface is sloped upward

toward the outside of the curve.

It is expressed as the

decimal fraction of a foot rise per foot of horisontal crosssection--or as the tangent of the angle of the slope.
elevation depond
of the traffic.

Super-

upon this radius of the curve and the speed

For a particular supersiovation along a curve

of radius, R, the speed limit of the passing vehicles should
be set (8, p. 1).

Superelevation must not be so great that a

stationary or slow-moving vehicle will slide downward when the

surface is slippery.

The AASIIO recommondc 0.08 where snow and

ice are prevalent and 0.12 elsewhere

(14, p. 137).
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Outslopg,

In sidebill locations surface drainage is made

without aide ditching. This is done by outsioping
width of the road toward the downhill aide.
3urface

poaaible even
the entire

water is allowed to flow across the road surface from the uphill

side to the downhill aide ad away from the roadway,

Inasmuch

as additional coat of installing a culvert and ditch are not
necessary, outaloping is favored in temporary roads.

In addi-

tion1 it reduces the width of the roadbed due to the absence of
ditchee thereby lessening the amount of land rendered unproductive.

It could very well be in combination with croasuditchee

and turnouts to ease up traffic.
1/1+ to 3/8 inch per foot.

divert the water,

The elope should just be enough to

It is greater than necessary when apparent

to the eye (12, p. 9),

cent was observed in
Irialotin.

Generally, outaloping is from

However, eloping of at least five perreae where the soil is very erosive.

Inaloping is very important where the soil is

very erosive and water should not be allowed to drain to the
downhill siopos, especially fill slopes.

It is the opposite of

outaloping as to position but the same as to the rate of slop
ing.

The uphill aide of the road being made lower than the

downhill side, the water flows to the inside ditch and drains
to a main cross-drainage structure, usually a pipe (Fig. 3).
Cross-ditch.

Cross-ditch is a depression constructed

across an outalôped road at an oblique angle with the road
center line.

This prevents the two opposite whee1

from being
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on the ditch at the same time.

On an insloped section, as on a

curve, the cross-ditch can be made as an extension to

ditch of the adjacent

tangent.

the inside

Width and length must be ade

quate to drain the water and not too great to endanger traffic
at normal speeds.

This structure should not be constructed to

handle constantly running or live water.

Cross-ditching at

intervals along a road should be done when such roads ara
"put to bed" and will not be used for a long time after the
logging operation (Fig. k).

Intercetinj ditch.

In rough and mountainous locations a

situation may exist in which there is a combination of erosible
soil and a great quantity of water flowing down the slope.
Water velocity builds up with steepness and length of slope

canning erosion and overloading of the side ditch below,

It is

necessary to reduce the amount of water carried by the side
ditch as well as minimize the amount of soil carried by the
moving water.

The water source above the road should be cut off

This is the
of the intercepting ditch which is installed between
and the water source to intercept the water before it

and drained to a main drainage structure beyond.
function
the road

reaches the road surface.

The grade of the intercepting ditch

should be the same as that of the road ditch.

Stability of the

intercepting ditch could be assured by providing rock or timber
walls (21, p.

In addition, this structure reduces the
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erosion potential due to the construction of a terrace wherein
it is established.

Side ditch. This is an open

channel on the side of the

road (one in a sidecast-balancod section or any aidebill loca'.
tion, and two in level,

turnpiked and through-cut sections),

and parallel with the road, used to dispose surface water flowing from the road surface and adjacent areas.

This is the

simplest, cheapest and most efficient means of handling surface
water on the road.

Xts main disadvantage is that it could

become a potential hazard to traffic

when not properly installed

and also increases the amount of land rendered unproductive.

Minimum grades are I to 3 percent for sodded ditches and 2 to 5
percent for ditches with irregularities and checks in them (10,
p. 27).

In an outaloped road where the soil, is very'
erosive that water should not be allowed to flow towards the
Downspout.

till slope, a downspout may

be used at the bottom of a favor-

able grade or at a strategic point along a sustained grade.

An

ideal downspout is a culvert pipe laid along the fill slope and
long enough to roach the bottom of the slope.

An embankment of

soil, is maintained at the outer edge of the road to divert the

water down the road and into the downspout instead of flowing
directly towade the edges. Concrete or any stable material is
used throughout the entire depression

near the opening of the

structure to avoid soil erosion and failure as water quantity
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and velocity are expected to be highest at that point.
A ford is an underwater crossing, usually used due

Ford.

to limitation of time, lack of suitable materials, and temporary
use of the road.

A1thoigh it is inexpensive and simple in

construction, it requires exZeneive and expensive maintenance
in the long run due to flash floods and heavy traffic.

Fords

should have solid approaches on both aides of the stream by

app1yng gravel or shale on the approach sections (12, p. 11).
Culyart.

Culvert is a conduit installed across and under

the road used to carry and drain the water that has accumulated
in the aide ditch on the uphill aide.

It is a tgrade separa-

tion" for the water and the traffic above it (3, p. 224).

This

is the most important and commonly used structure in any kind
of road.

Discussion of

thi3

structure is given more emphasis

in the later part of this paper.
Bridje.

Bridge is a structure spanning a natural waterway

or stream whose floor is a continuation of the roadway or road
surface at each aide of the stream.
sign and construction make it the
structure (a,

The extenavc study, de-

most expensive drainage

p. 245-246). Bridges of different

been used consisting of well-designed and

tures of steel,

types have

constructed struc-

concrete and steel, and treated wood that are

swaybacked, propped up, supported by discarded guylinec, contraptions that

represent the ultimate

in loggers' ingenuity,

resourcefulness and expedieicy (9, p. 43).

In the logging

13

industry, log stringer bridges are the most popular and

commonly used (hg. 5).

Local matera1s or species are readily

available for stringers.

The size of the stringers should be

adequate to carry the mimum load with a factor of safety.
Bridges expected to be permanent might better be "overdesigned" to handle heavier and denser traffic in the future
(rig. 6).

ecently the low water bridge was introduced and was

found to be feasible.

It is a bridge of sufficient elevation

to permit the free passage of water during the normal runoff
and which during flood stages is low enough so that drifts
carried by flood waters passes freely over it (9, p. k3).
type of bridge, however, requires a lot of stream study.

This
The

following are th. key factors to consider in planning the type
of bridg, to be used (9. p.
Volume of merchantable timber to be transported
ever the proposed bridge.
'uture manageient of the forest lands behind the
bridge.

Log production schedule from lands to be served
by the bridge.
k.

Flow characteristics of the stream.

5.

Terrain characteristics of the proposed bridge
site.

Bridge design and construction is a

and a detailed discusio

big ield in itself

is beyond the scope of this paper.

A question that usually arises whenever a permanent stream
crossing is necessary is whether to install a culvert or a

lL'

bridge.

Construction of a bridge should only be done when

at a

there is no other way of crossing the stream
expense or with an adequate factor of safety.
be constructod if a

culvert

cannot handle

reasonable

A bridge may

the volume

of water

and if bridge construction is necessary for stream protection
in the interest of other uses 8Uch as fishing, recreation,
water supply, etc.

Many field engineers consider

the 8-foot

culvert as maximum.

Subsurface Drainage

Somehow some of the surface water infiltrates into
soil.

the

This affects the eubgrad. or foundation by the reduction

of soil strength due to excessive moisture content.
sence of water below the road surface makes
sub-drainage structures difficult

The pre-

installation of

and expensive.

Moreover, the

significance of their presence and function is oftentImes ian-

noticed due to their relative position.
Subdrsin.

A drainage line beneath the road surface used

to collect and remove ground water from the subgrade i
to as a subdrain.

referred

It is usually made of perforated pipe en-

closed in a filter layer of sand or gravel when installed to
permit the ready draining or infiltration of the water.

The

structure is usually placed two feet or more below the road

surface in trenches and backfiled with a selected filter materia.]. to some depth over the top of the pipe.

It is provided
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with an impervious material in the top part of the trench.

Drains of 6 to 8

inches in diameter are satisfactory except

where intercepting lines and extreme ground conditions exist.
The recommended minimum siope is 0.15 feet per 100 feet (2,

p. 73-74).
Vertical, well.

The vertical well is an artificial means

of lowering a high water table that

remains at a height that

affects the stability and bearing capacity of the subgz'ade,

increasing the rate of flow

and permitting

of slow-moving subsurface water,

the passage of trapped subsurface

water through

an impervious soil layer that is created when the soil is tamped
during the formation of the roadbed.

impervious strata

The well bored through the

into the porous strata should be backfilled

with sand and other porous material (U, p. 332).
Combination of Surface and

ubaurfaoe Drainaje

Drainage structures, like storm sewers, for the collection
and disposal of both surface and subsUrface water are rarely
used in logging roads.

The s,stem is extensive and long, in-

tended to carry water for longer distances.

Installation is

only justified in permanent and extensive construction, such as
city streets, airports, railroad yards, etc.
therefore is unnecessary in this paper.

Further discussion
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CULVERTS

In general, availability of material is the chief factor
to consider in the
is necessary.

hi1ippinea when

installation of a

culvert

This is particularly true in small operations

where the road is usually expected to be used only during the
first cutting cycle.

It has been observed by the author that

some operators even disregard

engineering

drainage and other

important

requirements of a good logging road in order to

avoid the big item of coat

of material and construction.

Long life of the road i
permanent operations.

the important factor in big and

There is usually a choice between a low

initial cost of construction but a higher cost of maintenance
in the long run,

and a high initial cost of construction but

lower maintenance cost afterwards.
The situation in the Philippines is such that better and
permanent structures like th'ainae pipes are not readily available.

If they are available, the operator is still faced with

the problem of high coat of material and transportation from
the market or plant to the logging area.

It is for this

reason that most operators make use or the available local

ma-

terials first with the intention of replacing them with better
and more permanent ones or with the same kind of materials

later on.
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Classification of Culverts
Culverta are classified according to degree of flexibil-

ity, construction oonditons, and materials.

flexibi1it.
ity are as follows:
1.

Classification based on degree of flexibil(3, p. 7)

Pigid--xamples are concrete, cast iron or clay.

The

principal load-supporting ability lies in the in1erent
strength or stiffness of the pipe.
2,

flexible--ixanplee are corrugated aetal pipes and
thin-walled steel pipes.

The vertLcal pressure is creator in the rigid than in the
flexible and vice versa as to unit side pressure. (18, p. 8k).

Construction conditions.
tion conditions tollowsz

Classification based on construc-

(3, p. 8)

Trench--The culvert is entirely buried

in a

narrow

trench in relatively passive or undisturbed soil.
Projecting--The structure is installed in shallow
bedding with the top of the culvert projecting above
th

surface of the natural ground, and then covered

by an embanknent.

Negative Projecting--Culverta placed in a shallow
ditch at one aid, of the existing water course with
the top of the structure below the natural ground
surface and then covered by an embankment above this
ground level.
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Classification based on materials follows:

Naterials.
1.

Box--Box culverts are the most commonly used in logging
roads especially in small and temporary operations.
It is cheap du, to the simple design and installation
However, life is short, especially in the

necessary.

tropics, due to decay, termites and other wooddestroying insects.

I! possible, materials should be

treated with wood preservative to increase its life in
service.

top and
collapse.

Box culverts are either open-top or closed-

re to be designed to prevent side and roof
The cross-section is usually square or

rectangular.

The following is a clausification based

on the material used:

Log--Cull logs instead of bong left to rot in
the woods could be used for box culverta.

A

pair of these whose size and distance from each
other depend on the size of opening desired are
laid parallel to each other perpendicular to
the roadway and in the general direction of the
natural waterway.

Then, additional longer pieces

are cross-laid over them and covered with zoil
(Tig. 7).

Lumber--Four pieces of rough lumber are joined
together to form a square cross-section.

Round

timber in the area when split or sawed could

19
serve the earns purpose (Fig.

8).

Pole--A box culvert made of two or three poles
laid side by aids and spiked in place to crossmembers serves as a base.

The culvert produced

is open-top.
2.

Pipe--Pipe culverts are made of materials ranging from
the most common and primitive to the most modern and
permanent ones, such as:
Tizber.-..Oftentimes, timber in its natural form

is used.

Interior defects especially center

rot which occur in some of the bigger and more

mature Dipterocarpaceae (Philippine Mahogany
family) species are in the form of a hole in
the center of the log.

In the case of center

rot, the hole extends from one end to the other
making the log a natural drainage pipe.
Drum--Improvisation is typical of the logging
industry.

Empty gasoline, oil, and asphalt

drums can be used by removing their tops and
bottoms and joining them together end to end.
a. Concrete--Concrete pipes, either reinforced or
plain, are commonly used in highways but not
very much in logging roads.

Although they have

the advantage of long life, strength and durability, they are bulky, expensive and not

20

readily available in most logging areas.
d. Corrugated Metal--The moat popular drainage
structure nowadays is the corrugated metal pipe.
It in oven capable of outlasting the road where
it is installed.

Its length and cross-section

are flexible1 distributing the load and making
the structure carry less vertical pressure.
The corrugation of the surface, either plain or
vertical, adds more to its strength.

Its weight

is light and installation is further made simple
by the provision of couplings.

These make in-

stallation not only easy but also inexpensive.
As compared to otber structures its overall cost
per year of service is much less.

The initial

cost is easily offset by the low installation
cost, freedom from upkeep and repair and long
lit..

Sometimes corrugated metal pipes of con-

siderable size and number can substitute for a

small bridge (5, p. 64-6) (Figs. 9 and 10).
Where there is no sufficient headroom for a
pipe or where aesthetic considerations are important roquiring minimum excavation and low
fills, an arch or pipe arch culvert may be used

(3, p. 87).
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L0CATIO1 OF DRAINAGk

TRUCTURi

IT

Proper location of culvert and similar structures

i8

very

important beoanse it affectB the adequacy of the opening, maintenance, and possible washout of the structure.
grade with respect to both the roadway
considerations (3, p. 241).
entrance and

Alignetent and

and atrem are the main

The stream should have a direct

direct exit to avoid slow flow that may require

a bigger structure.

Precautions should be observed as to the

possible change in the stream flow near the end of the culvert.
Otherwice, the culvert may become inadequate and possibly be
washed away

(3, p. 243). The ideal

grade for a culvert is one

that produces neither silting nor excessive velocities

and

scour, one that giea the shortest length and one that makes
replacement simplest.

In general, a minimum siope of 0.5 feet

per 100 feet is recommended to avoid sedimentation (3, p. 24k).

Location of

drainage sites should never be dictated by

any arbitrary rule.

They should

be installed after a thorough

field xamjntion where they are needd regardless of the
distance from each other and other considerations.

Locations

include natural waterway crossings, point of change from favor-

able to adverse grades, a strategic point along a long sustained
grade where the water from the inside ditch can be drained
across the road, etc.
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DRAINAGE DESIGN

The design of drainage structures is primarily based on
the sciences of hydraulics and hydrology.

Hydraulics is the

science dealing with the flow of water while hydrology deals
with precipitation and runoff.

Precise computations of struc-

tu.re capacity and discharges are very much affec ted by numerous

factors and variables, some of which are n't

the opirical formulas commonly used.

even included in

£ngineering judgment

based on experience and available information

is indispensable

in getting a balance between over..decigning which is uneconomi...

cal and under.-designing which would result in failure (13,
p.

195).

Preliminary Considerations in Drainage Design

The designing
or

engineer is confronted by important factors

considerations at all

times"-topography, road location,

the

engineering material, road 8tandard, present and future use of
the road, and climatic factors.
Important relationships,

The following are some important

relationships that the designing
well versed on:

engineer is expected to be

between drainage and factors associated with

the general location of the road, the grade of the road and the

position of the

itself.

structure (particularly referred to culverta)
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Drainage and Road Location--Ridgo-top locationa are
the beat to drain.

Water can be diverted directly

towards the edges of the road by crowning.

Roads in

sidehill locations are also easy to drain by out-.

sloping and cross-drains especially if the soil is

stable enough to withstand the erosive action of
water flowing into the outer edge of the road.

On the

other hand, level and through-cut sections are difficult to drain and may require an extensive and numerous
drainage syotem and structures.

Drainage and Road GradeIn road construction it is not
desirable to have long level sections and too steep

grades.

In rough topography, too

steep grades in ex-

cess of 15 percent increase hauling and maintenance
coats.

There is also a need for a proper drainage

system in this kind of road because the erosion potential is

build up in

increased by

the tendency of the water to

Long

amount and velocity down the grade.

level sections also make drainage difficult.

1ater

tends to stand on the road surface and aie ditches
with the liability of wetting the eubgrade.

A

a

general rule, a minimum grade of 2 to 5 percent is

such core desirable than zero percent and a maximum
grade of not more than 10 percent should be maintained.

2k

A maximum grade of 15 to 20 percent may be allowed for
short distances (12, p. 1).
3.

Conduit Inclinationu--Internal pressures (known as

"head") exerted by water are either brought about by
differences in elevation in various parts of the conduit or by pumping (3, p. 32).

A conduit except in

extreme cases should not be allowed to run full or
"under a head".

The grade of the conduit should not

be so great as to subject the structure to a considerable "head" especially during flood periods.

This

causes erosion at the lower end of the structure and
at the same time causes damage to the adjacent fill.
On the other hand, the grade should not be level all
throughout the length of the structure due ti the
tendency of the water to stand still or flow very
slowly inducing sedimentation (2, p. 193).

A minimum

grade within the neighborhood of five percent may be
recommended.

If the culvert is not placed directly

in the water course, a grade of 8 to 10 percent may
be used.

The grade of the culvert should be steeper

than that of the road ditch if the culvert is to drain
the water from tho road ditch (23, p. 7e).

The ero-

sion potential of the fill adjacent to the end of the
culvert can be minimized by having an additional length
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of at least two

feet of

the culvert extend

from the

toe of the fill.

Type of installation.

type of inatallation

The use of the road determines the

of drainage structures.

An aU.-weather

or permanent road for long'.tarm use neceesitats a detailed
drainage design.

This includes roads classified as temporary

at the time of construction but where improvement or expansion
is anticipated in the future (7, p. 36).
Topopraphic data.

The site as well as the adjacent areas

should be accurately defined in the topographic map.

Drainage

area is beat obtained from a large scale topographic map.
Aerial photos are also used especially when a topographic map
is not available.

Topography greatly influences the rate of

runoff and the number and size of the drainage structure
necessary to drain the area (7, p. 57).
Soil type.
roads.

Soil is the basic construction material for

Yet, it has often been neglected or taken for granted.

Thie neglect can be shown by high maintenance cost, surface
and subgrade failures, slides and washouts, interruption of
traffic, etc.

All of these are due to the presence of excess

water which is the natural enemy of the road.

Among the

properties of soil, capillarity and permeability are the most
important in connection with drainage.

As a general rule,

soil with low capillarity and high permeability are ideal for
drainage purposes (15, p. 150).
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HydroloRic factors.

(15, p. 196-19?)

Precipitation--The estimate of peak discharge is
based on rainfall records which may be obtained from
the Weather bureau, and from local agencies maintaining rain gauges.

Data required are intensity, dura-

tion, and frequency.
Ilunoff--Runoff data may be obtained from the Geological

Survey and other agencies maintaining stream flow
gauging stations.

The runoff of a 5iven rainfall from

a drainage area is affected by the size of the drainage area, topography, soil and vegetative cover.

There

is a need for the application of a cool ficent or factor on vegetative cover.

From studies made in the

Bock)' iountains, it is estimated that clear-cutting a

forested drainage area increases runoff by about 30
percent during the first year.

flunoff decreases as the

area is re-vegetated.

Character, direction and magnitude

load.

Any struc-

ture is subject to loads of various character, direction and
magnitude.

The materials that make up the structure constitute

the dead load while moving vehicles constitute the live load.
Wind load, although not so important, may be considered in some
designs.

The pressure exerted by loads may be vertical or

transverse.

Design, therefore, should take into consideration
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these main factors together with the expected magnitude and an

adequate factor of saroty.
Phisjcal r,ropertea of the material
of which the structure is made. Flexible materials receive

lesser vertical pressure than the rigid ones.

verse is true as to unit aide pressure.

The re-

The principal load-

supporting ability of rigid materials lies in their inherent
strength or stiffness.

On the other hand, flexibility of a

material, as in corrugated metal pipes, distributes the load

making the structure carry less vertical pressure.
Behavior of the material under loads and stresses.

A flex-

ible material has the capability of adjusting itself to the
amount of loading.

Initially the heavy load and the stable soil

on which the structure rests tend to compress the structure.
Although there will be a reduction in the clearance, the bearing surface of the structure is increased.

This distributes

the lead over a bigger area until the whole structure can well
support such a load.

This case does not hold true in structures

made of rigi4 material.

The structure may either support the

load without any marked change in its original state, or
collapse under it, deponding on its inherent or designed
strength.

Size of openinp required.

The structure (pipes in particu-

lar) ahould be of the right size to accommodate the amount of
water to be carried through it.

It is also important for
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-

economic reasons that the size should not be bigger than
necessary.

Determinaticu

Culvert size

Size refers to the emount of opening that is required of
th. culvert to drain an area.

The size should not be bigger

than needed necessitating a bigger and more expclli3ive pipe and

not so small that it may bring about total failure or expensive
maintenance later on.
experience.

The most practical method of determining

the proper size of a culvert is to investigate old culverta in
the proposed site.

If no culvert hed been metalled on the

proposed site, any culvert upstream or downstream should be
inspected to determine bow much water it was required to carry.
In the absence of any culvert in the area, a culvert in another
area may be used provided the conditions or rainfall, topography,
soil and vegetation are comparable.

Information to be noted

should include the length, diameter, and elope of the culvert;
height of flood water marks with reference to the culvert

inlet; any erocion at the outlet; siltation; and size and chr.
meter of the drainage area.

The computed culvert size could

then be compared with the size of the culvert inspected (15,
p. 198-199).
emjirica1 formulas.

Empirical formulas are used ex-

t.nsively to determine the approximate opening required.

These
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formulas are based on a largt number of observations of culverts
that have proved to be capable of carrying water from watersheds
of various general characteristics (2, p. l9L),

Among the many

formulas, the Thibot and Manning formulae are the most popular
and commonly used.
1.

Talbot's Formula is noted for its simplicity.

It em-

piricafly predicts stream flow by measuring the watershod area and estimating a coefficient.

In practice,

the limiting factor to its accuracy is the wide

variation of the coefficient in adjacent

(6, p.

watersheds

2).

A * C

Where:

A - waterway area necessary, in squre
feet.

14 - area drained, in acres.
C

topography coefficient, 1/5, 1/3,
and 1 for flat, rolling and
mountainous areas, respectively.

Tables 2 and 3 give the diameter of culvert based on
waterway area required considering different coot ti-

cient of roughners (10, p. 36).

Table 2.

Drainage table based on Ta]bot'e Foru1a for a 2-1/2 inch per hour rainfall.
Area in square feet required for water way

Number

Impervious

of
acres

lO0

runoff
C

2
4
6
8

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
600
700
800
900
1000

1.00

1.0
1.7
2.3
2.9
3.4
.8
8.o
9.8
11.6
13.4
15.0
16.6
18.2
19.7
26.9
33.2
39.5
45.7
51.0

56.0
61.7
66.8
77.0
86.0
96.0
104.0
113.0

steep Blopee

heavy soils

moderate cover
C = .80 C .70
0.8
0.7
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.9
2.0
2.3
2.4
2.7
4.6
4.0
5.4
6.3
6.8
7.8
8.o
9.
9.2
10.7
12.0
10.3
11.5
13.3
14.6
12.5
15.8
13.5
21.
18.5
26.8
22.9
27.1
31.5
36.1
31.0
40.6
55.0
45.0
39.0
49.7
42.0
46.0
52.8
61.6
52.5
68.4
59.5
76.1
65.8
71.7
83.0
900
77.7

Moderate slopes

heavy to light soils
dense cover

C=

.60

0.6
1.0

1.4
1.7
2.0
3.5
4.8
5.9
?.0
8.0
9.0

.10.0

11.0
11.8
16.0
20.0
23.8
27.1
30.5
33.9
37.0
40.0
46.0
52.0
37.0
62.2
6o.0

C

.50

1.2
1.4
1.7
2.9
4.0
4.9
5.8
6.7
7.5
8.3
9.1
9.8
13.3
16.7
19.7
27.0
25.3
28.0
30.6
33.2
38.2
43.0
47.5
51.9
56.5

Gentle slopes

agricultural
soils ad cover
C = .40

0.9
1.2
1.4
2.3
3.2
3.9
4.6
5.3

6.0
6.6
7.2
7.8

10.7
13.3
15.7
18.0
20.2
22.2
24.2
26.5
30.3
34.0
38.0
41.3
45.0

C = .30

0.6
0.9
1.0

1.?
2.4

3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.4
5.8
8.0
10.0
11.8
13.5
15.0
16.7

i8.o

1918

22.8

2.8

28.5
31.1
33.7

Flatland
pervious

soil

C

.20

0.6
0.7
1.2
1.6
2.0
2.3
2.7
3.0
3.3
3.6
3.9
5.4
6.6
7.9
9.0
10.1
11.2
12.3
13.2
15.3
17.2
19.0
20.8
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Table 3. Sizes of rbnd pipe needed for' az'oac of water way

listed in drainage table.
Area

Diameter

(square feet)

(inches)

1.25
1.80
3.10
4.90
7.10
9.60

13
18
24
30
36
42

12.60
13.90
19.60
23.80
28.30
33.20
38.50
44.20

48
54

6c
66
72
78
84
90

a. MArzning'a Formula was first published in 1890 (3,
p. 206). The stream flow is determined by the measurement of three factors and an setimate of another

(6, p. 2).

LÀ

Vi.486 i:3

s2

U

LÀ

and

QA1..k86

R3

S2

U

Where:

- discharge in cubic feet per second.
A - croasu-sectional area of flow in
square feet.
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R - hydraulic radius in feet
a

area of section
wetted perimeter

S - elope, or grade in feet per feet.

a-

coefficient of roughness (see

Table li).

The roughness coeffIcient is very sIgnificant in the
use of these two formulas.

A mistake, however.alight,

can throw the estimate of culvert size either too
small or too big.

The variation Of culvert size be-

comes greater wIth larger atreema (6, p. 3).

?ab1e k.

The value of n for ditches (3, p. 208).

Type ø

lining

a

Ordinary earth, smooth graded

.02

Sod, depth of flow, over 6 inches
sod, depth of flow, under 6 inches
Type A riprap, rough

.Ok

Concret. paved gutter

.016

.o6

.0k

Charts giving the discharge, depth and velocity for
various bottom widths, and for

various flat

slopes can be found in reference number 3.

side

Capacity

tables can also be found in King's "Handbook of
Eydraulic&'; U, S. Bureau of Reclamation Hydraulic
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and Excavation Tables; and J. B. Brown, U. S.

Depart-

ment of Agriculture and University of California
-

Extension Service, "Hydraulic Elements of Trapezoidal
Channels."
Hydraulic design.

The size of culvert for the given

hydraulic condition is computed or read from charts after the
design peak discharge is estimated.

Peak discharge is esti-

mated from (a) drainage area, rainfall and
topography, and (h) stream

coefficient

for

flow measurement (15, p. 198).

The third method in not as popular as the first two
mainly due to its complexity.

Determination of

Culvert

Length

The width of the roadbed, height of fill, slope of the
embankment, slope and skew of the culvert, and the type of end
finish (such as end section, headwall, beveled end, drop inlet

or

apillway) determine the

length

of the culvert (3, p. 25).

Aa a general rule, an extra length of two feet from the edges
of the roadway is recommended to avoid

clogging

of the ends

by sediment and to minimize the erosion of the fill slope.

On

the other hand, ends which are too long are a waste.
Perhaps the best way to determine the length is from a
cross-sectional sketch of the embankment and a profile of the
stream bed.

may be u8ed:

In the absence of these, the following formula
(2, sect. 18, p. 29)

3'

L a A + 2B + C
Where:

L - length of culvert (excluding overhang)
A

width of the roadbed

B

sideslope ratio x 1)

1) - depth of fill at inlet
C

Fafl

elope ratio x 1.5 fall

a

fall x (A+2B)(approx.)

Big companies usually keep an adequate inventory of
corrugated metal pipes to keep up with the road program and to
get a discount by buying in large quantity.
ask is:

The question to

What would be the standard length. of all these pipes

Th. road engineer of one of the biggest logging companies

visited by the author last summer recommended 28 feet as
standard.

Addition or removal of C1tP sections or links take

Care of the desired length afterwards.

Of course, multiplatea

come in individual short links and are joined together in the
area.
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SflILAR STRUCTURES

INSTALLATION OF CULVERT AN

A bulldozer is conveniently used to dig the depression
where the culvert is to be laid.

In the ease of a complete

fill, the depression of sufficient width and depth should be
left with adequate fill material placed on the adjacent banks.

hove1s and other hand

tools are then used to get the desired

depth at all points seeing to it that all points along the
bottom of the pipe touch the surface of the bed.

The distance

from the surface of the culvert to the final road surface should
be at least two feet at the highest point.

The bed should be

free of rocks arid debris and taxaped thoroughly before putting

the pipe in place.

The desired rate of fall or inclination is

determined by the use of

a band level

or abney and rod.

The

pip. is then covered partly at its sides and tamped carefully
and thoroughly by shovels or a mechanical tamper (Fig. 11).

Again, rocks and debris should be elimLnated until
is entirely covered
dozer.

with

the fill material

the culvert

pushed by

the bull-

Compaction and stability of the soil is very important

to prevent bending and failure of the structure.

Riprapping with rocks is necessary around the outside of
the opening of the culvert to make

it more

stable and to

vent or minimize the amount of water entering
adjacent to the culvert.

through

pre-

the sides

Th. waterway may be deepened and made

narrower towards the pipe entrance.

If two or more pipes are
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metalled, rirapping around and between the pipes La necessary
and may even neceseitate the uae of concrete.
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SPECIAL STRUCTURES USED WITh CULV:ERTS

Proper drainage does not end with the removal of the excess surface and ground water from the roadway,

sOil

Productive top

and silt are bound to be carried by the water towards

vital watersheds and streams thereby affecting the quality of
usable water for people, fish and other forms of life.

The

following are structures which when used with culverts and
similar structures could prevent or minimize erosion and siltation:

Downspout

In balanced sidehill sections and in high fills one end
of the pipe (the outlet) is usually way up from the bottom of
the fill siope.

Water falls on the

11 elope causing erosion.

Installation of a gutter on the fill slope is impractical and
expensive.
stones.

It requires the use of concrete or riprapping of

A wooden trough may be used, but its short life makes

it unsuitable with permanent inatallations.

However with

temporary structures such as wooden box culverts, it is ideal.
A downspout in the form of another individual pipe or half-pipe
should be long enough to reaah the bottom of the fill slope.
In the case of & whole pipe, a standard elbow joint with connecting band is used to connect it with the main pipe.

The Us5

of a downspout eliminates the required extra length of the main
pipe.

Half-moon pipe serves the same purpose and it has the

advantag, of being cheaper and also available in the market
(rig. 12).

Xnetead of the elbow, bolts are used to fasten it

to the main pipe.

However, the use of the elbow makes main.

tenance or the removal of dirt from the whole pipe system
difficult.

The elbow may be eliminated by attaching the dowu

spout at the point before the end of the main pipe where an
outlet is cut to allow water to flow into the downspout.

To

prevent the water from flowing through the end of the main

pipe, a

detachable

stopper would come in handy.

It is easily

døtached when it is time for the removal of dirt inside the

mjn pipe.
Water Spreader
The water discharged by the downspout exerts great impact
on the soil below.

of

The water spreader is a bedding or layer

small rocks held in place

bracing. This

by a wire netting and wooden

makes the water fall on the rock layer, dis

tributing it to a larger area before penetrating into the soil.

Dtop Inlet

A great portion of the silt that gets into a croaa
drainage pip. used to drain the water from the side ditch comes
from the cut slope abov. it.

A drop inlet could reduce the

amount of soil that falls and enters into the main pipe.

The

structure is mainly a shorter piece of pipe whose diameter is
bigger than that of the main one so that it encloses the main
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pipe at the end when instaUed vertically and inserted through

the cut made at one of ito aide. The aids of the drop inlet
facing the cut slope should be as high as possible while the
two sides facing in the general direction of the ditch should
be at the same level with the ditch (rig. 13). This open-top
drop inlet would otifl allow dirt to go through. A clooed..top
drop inlet can be inatalled by having a detachable stopper or
lid on its evenly-cut top. Water from the ditch enters the
main pipe through a cut made at the side of the drop inlet
facing the ditch.
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SOME WAYS OF STRENGTHENING AND PROLONGING LIFE OF CULViRTZ

The design of culverta as to proper size and length is
not th. end.

Common sense would tell that failure may be

caused by the load that the culvert must carry in relation to
its size and some types of soil have the inherent capability
to shorten the life of the culvert.

The following are some of

the means of strengthening and prolonging the life of culvert
metal pipes.

Xnside Suporte
Pipes, especially big ones and installed under heavy
fills, may collapse or fail due to the heavy load above them.
Inside supports may be provided by installing Vertical wooden
pieces at the center throughout the entire length of the pipe.
These vertical supports rest upon two horizontal wooden pieces
placed as bases at the top and bottom inside faces of the pipe
(Fig. 1k).

Preservative Treatment
The life of a metal pipe may be prolonged by treating the
outer surface with creosote.

This may be important for pipes

installed in permanent waterways which are very much affected
by the action of rocks and water.

Rocks pound against the

bottom edge of the end of the pipe producing rust which little
by little spreads throughout the óntire length.

In addition,

+1

some soils are very corrosive to certain metals from which
culverts are made.

MAINTENANCE 0F DRAINAO

5TRUCTURES

Maintenance is very important if any drainage structure
is to last

long and

function efficiently.

Thia goal can be

attained through adequate maintenance inspections followed
by the proper maintenance work.

In pipes, the work consists

mainly of th. removal of debris and silt usually by the use
of water pumps.

In ditches it involves the repair of washouts

and the removal of debris.

A road grader is a very efficient

machine to obtain the proper ditch slope and to re-establish
the back slope of the ditch (10, sect. 18, p. 33).
Actually the intensity of maintenance depends on the
original design, and installation at the structure.

Erosion and

siltation are dependent on the fall or inclination of the cul.
rert and its position relat±ve to the stream.

Maintenance of the road surface has a definite relationship with the drainage structure below it.

The amount of sur-

facing should never be less than the original to avoid the
structure from sticking out of the road surface.

13

SUMMARY

Logging in the moat practical sense is log transportation.
Transportation almost entirely requires good roads whether it
be motor truck road or railroad.
In the

hilippinea or any other tropical country, the

logging industry is faced with two big prob1ems..heavy rainfall
and wood-destroying insects.

The ability to maintain a "dry't

road surface determines to a large extent the amount of fresh
and b.etle.frae logs moved from the woods to the log pond in
the quickest time possible after telling.
to maximum money value in the bank.

These are equitable

In addition, proper drain-.

age minimizes road maintenance cost that would otherwise add
some more to the tremendous cost incurres in the construction
phase.

Sometimes companies have to depend on less maintenance

cost so that the recovery of the capital tied up with the road
will constitute adequate returns.

The choice of one

or a combination of the structures din.-

cussed ahould depend on the size

and nature

of the operation,

availability of material, durability, cost, and extent and size
of the drainage area.

Drainage is the most important part of road engineering
that must be considered at all tines--in planning, designing,
construction,

use and maintenance of roads.

'look under the road"

to

One baa just to

obtain an adequate evaluation of any
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road and

to be

it8

engineer.

eraonne1, ideae and practices

constant, drainage alone is a very iiportant deternaining

1actor aa to whether a
on.

A88uming

certain logging

operation can go on and
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FIG. 1 - Water on the road airface due to
poor drainage ayatem.

FIG. 2 - Road surface and subgrade failure
due to the action of water.
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FIG. 5

A typical log stringer bridge.

FIG. 6 - A U. S. Forest Service permanent
bridge.
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Inta11ation of a C(P culvert.
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